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Level 2 Umpire Assessment procedure
To assist Counties in ensuring that the correct procedure is carried out when requesting SCHUA to carry
out L2 assessments the following procedure is to be observed.
Counties are to contact, in the first place, the L2 Co-ordinator (level2admin@schua.co.uk) and will be
guided through the procedure.
A L2 Umpire Candidate form can be found on the SCHUA website (www.schua.co.uk) in the web
handbook. This form is to be completed by the candidate and returned to the L2 Co-ordinator. No action
will be taken by SCHUA until this form has been received by SCHUA.
The L2 Co-ordinator will enter the Candidates details on the website and issue a password. A welcome
email will also be sent to the candidate. The candidate will then be able to put in her/his availability on the
SCHUA website.
The L2 Candidate form is then sent to England Hockey who will, in turn, send out an invoice, currently
£20.00, to the named candidate.
Payment of this invoice is the responsibility of the candidate or the county. If the umpire is successful in
her/his assessment and has paid the invoice, she/he will be registered as a L2 Umpire.
The number of assessments a candidate will have will depend on performance. On successfully passing
the assessment the candidate’s status on the SCHUA website will change from Candidate to Full Member
and she/he will also be given a grade. At this stage the successful candidate will become liable for a
membership subscription (currently £28) which can either be taken out of expenses or payment made to
the Treasurer of SCHUA. It is also at this stage that shirts bearing the SCHUA logo can be purchased from
the SCHUA website.
If a candidate is unsuccessful in the assessment process, she/he will be returned to County.
Richard Wood
L2 Co-ordinator
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